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Abstract 
In the rapidly growing field of CFD-calculations (Computational Fluid Dynamics), companies 

and organizations are bringing forth new tools, tools that display an image of a given fire 

scenario. These tools are developed because they provide time efficiency as well as a 

sustainable economic approach. Another useful tool is analytical solutions, these analytical 

solutions serve the same purpose as CFD-modeling, providing results of a given scenario. 

The purpose of this thesis was to simulate a fire plume with two different CFD-

programs and compare the gas temperature from each simulation with a full-scale test. Also, 

analytical solutions were used to perform the same comparisons. 

Four different calculation models were utilized to obtain results. The CFD-programs 

were FDS (Fire Dynamics Simulator) and FireFOAM. The analytical solutions were 

performed using McCaffrey´s plume equation and Eurocode solutions for localized fire 

temperatures. 

FDS is a very well documented program, due to this, problems that arose were easily 

fixed. The structure of FDS enables the user to maneuver the program easily. SmokeView 

was used to visualize the simulation. 

FireFOAM is written in C++ and is operated through the command prompt. The 

structure of the program was time-consuming to understand mainly because of two reasons, 

primarily because the authors lack of knowledge in coding in C++, and second because of the 

LINUX environment.  

Moreover, the process of working in FireFOAM was mostly through trial and error. On 

some occasions, issues arose that could be solved by communication with other CFD users at 

CFD-Online. When major problems occurred, regarding the code or other CFD issues, Johan 

Anderson at RISE Research Institutes of Sweden guided us through most of these problems 

and enabled us to move forward with the work. ParaView was used to visualize the 

simulation, and Excel was used to evaluate the temperature data from the FDS- and 

FireFOAM simulations. 

For the calculations in FDS and FireFOAM, a sensitivity analysis was performed to see 

which grid size presented best results in each program. A grid size of 5 cm, 10 cm, and 20 cm 

were applied in FDS, and in FireFOAM the grid dimensions were set to 5 cm and 10 cm. The 

results showed that 5 cm was the most appropriate grid size for both programs. It would have 

been more favorably to simulate with several different grid sizes, to further strengthen the grid 

analysis. Though, due to the time frame of the thesis, further simulations were not performed.  

Calculations were repeated for the same scenario only with a lower HRR (Heat release rate). 

An extensive sensitivity analysis was conducted for FDS in the form of two different 

simulations. One simulation where HRR was the same as the full-scale test but with twice the 

area of the burner. In the second simulation, the same area was used on the burner as the full-

scale test, but with half the HRR. 

Results from the analytical solutions were easy to achieve; however, the model has 

some limitations regarding calculations within the flame region. The estimated gas 

temperature, using FDS, aligns well with the full-scale test. The temperatures analyzed from 

FireFOAM deviated in general through the flame region and reached unreasonable high 

temperatures close to the ceiling. 

Since the analytical solutions were based on different conditions compared to those 

applied in the full-scale test, it was expected that the results should deviate. However, 

McCaffrey plume equations can still be used to give an approximate picture of scenarios 

similar to that of the full-scale test, and the same applies to Eurocode solutions for localized 

fire temperatures. Analysis of the results shows that FDS can be used to simulate similar 

scenarios. FireFOAM simulates a gas temperature that is overestimated within the flame 

region. One of the reasons for this was due to the grid size since the sensitivity analysis 
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showed that a refined grid size resulted in more correct temperature value, the reason for not 

simulating with a more refined grid size was due to the restricted time frame of this thesis. 

FireFOAM is, at present, recommended for researchers who wish to use the code for 

specific purposes. Therefore, given the same premises, FireFOAM is not recommended for 

the standard fire safety analysis. 
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Sammanfattning 
I det snabbt växande området inom CFD-beräkningar (Computational Fluid Dynamics), tar 

företag och organisationer fram nya verktyg. Verktyg som ska återspegla en bild av givet 

brandscenario. Orsaken till denna utveckling är att dessa verktyg bidrar till tidseffektivitet 

likväl som ekonomisk effektivitet. Ett annat användbart verktyg är handberäkningsmetoder, 

handberäkningar som fyller samma funktion och kan även de ge en bild av givet scenario. 

Syftet med detta arbete var att simulera en brandplym i två olika CFD-program och 

jämföra gastemperaturen från de respektive simuleringarna med ett fullskaligt test. Utöver 

detta har även handberäkningar använts för att göra samma jämförelse med samma fullskaliga 

test. 

För att ta fram resultat för de fyra olika beräkningsmodellerna har arbetets 

tillvägagångssätt varierat beroende på en mängd faktorer. CFD-programmen som har använts 

är FDS (Fire Dynamics Simulator) och FireFOAM. För handberäkningarna användes 

McCaffreys plymekvationer samt Eurocode beräkningar för lokala brandtemperaturer.  

FDS är ett väldokumenterat program. Programmet har en tydlig struktur och denna 

struktur medför att det blir lätt att manövrera sig inom programmet. Som 

visualiseringsprogram användes SmokeView. 

 FireFOAM är skrivet i C++ och allt kodande utförs via kommandotolken. Kodens 

struktur tog ganska lång tid att lära sig, vilket berodde på två faktorer. Dels saknades 

kunskaper i att skriva kod, men även att undertecknade var ovana att arbeta i LINUX och 

kommandotolken.  

Vid de tillfällen större problem uppstod togs hjälp av Johan Andersson vid RISE 

Research Institutes of Sweden för att lösa dessa och komma vidare i arbetet. I arbetet med 

FireFOAM bestod metoden till stor del av att prova sig fram. Viss kommunikation skedde 

med andra CFD-användare via CFD-Online som är ett forum där man kan diskutera problem 

och frågeställningar. För FireFOAM användes ParaView som visualiseringsprogram. 

För beräkningarna i FDS och FireFOAM genomfördes en känslighetsanalys för att se 

vilken gridstorlek som presenterade bäst resultat i respektive program. I FDS tillämpades 5 

cm, 10 cm samt 20 cm gridstorlek och för FireFOAM användes gridstorlekar på 5 cm och 10 

cm. Resultaten visade att 5 cm var den lämpligaste gridstorleken för båda programmen. Det 

hade varit fördelaktigt att genomföra fler simuleringar med olika gridstorlek för att ytterligare 

stärka analysen gällande lämplig gridstorlek, men på grund av tidsbegränsningen i 

examensarbetet gjordes inte detta.  

 Utöver detta genomfördes en fördjupad känslighetsanalys för FDS i form av två olika 

simuleringar. En simulering där HRR var densamma som det fullskaliga testet men med en 

fördubblad area på brännaren. I den andra simuleringen användes samma area på brännaren 

som det fullskaliga testet men med halverad HRR.  

Resultat och analys gällande handberäkningar tyder på att metoderna har vissa 

begränsningar där temperaturavvikelser sker i delar av flamman men att temperaturen i övrigt 

sammanfaller relativt bra. För FDS simuleringarna sammanfaller gastemperaturen i plymen 

mycket bra med värden givna från det storskaliga experimentet. För FireFOAM avviker 

temperaturen i stora delar av flamman och når onormalt höga temperaturer närmare taket. 

Handberäkningsekvationerna bygger på andra förutsättningar än de som gällde för 

experimentet så det var väntat att de skulle avvika. Dock ska det tilläggas att dessa ändå kan 

användas för att skapa en approximativ bild för givet scenario. Eftersom FDS är ett 

väldokumenterat och välanvänt program inom såväl forskning som konsultbransch återspeglar 

detta också kvalitén på programmet även för detta scenario. Gällande resultatet från 

FireFOAM är en kritisk faktor gridstorleken, detta påvisas genom känslighetsanalysen. En 

mindre gridstorlek resulterar i en mindre temperaturavvikelse. Anledningen till att ytterligare 
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simuleringar inte genomfördes var på grund av tidsbegränsningen för genomförandet av 

examensarbetet. 

För tillfället rekommenderas FireFOAM för forskare som vill använda koden för 

specifika ändamål. Med samma förutsättningar rekommenderas inte FireFOAM för 

standardanalyser i brand. 
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Nomenclature 
 

Terminology 
 

Fuel controlled fire A fire which is limited by the access to fuel 

Steady-state A condition that changes only negligible 

over time  

Grid cells n-cornered cells within the mesh 

Mesh A geometric volume that consists of grid 

cells 

Domain A domain consists of meshes.  

 

Commonly used symbols 
𝐴 Area [m2] 

𝑐𝑝 Heat capacity [kJ/kgK] 

∆ Difference [-] 

𝐷 Diameter [m] 

𝑔 Acceleration due to gravity 9,81 [m/s2] 

𝐻∗ Heat of combustion [kJ/kg] 

𝐻 Height of the room [m] 

𝐿 Length [m] 

𝑚 Mass [kg] 

𝑄 Energy [kJ] 

𝑞 Heat [kJ] 

𝜌 Density [kg/m3] 

𝑇 Temperature [°C and K] 

𝑧 Height in a fire plume [m] 

𝜅 Constant in McCaffrey plume 

equation 

Depends on 

region. 

𝜂 Constant in McCaffrey plume 

equation 

[-] 

 

Superscripts 
 

 

Subscripts 
∞ Ambient 

𝑒𝑓𝑓 Effective 

𝑓 Fire 

𝑔 Gas 

c Combustion 

 

  

  ̇ Per second 

´´ Per unit area 

* Dimensionless 
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Abbreviations 
CFD Computational fluid dynamics 

FDS Fire dynamic simulation 

FireFOAM Fire field operation and manipulation 

OpenFOAM Open source field operation and manipulation 

HRR Heat release rate 

RANS Reynolds-average Navier-Stokes 

LES Large-eddy simulation 

TC Thermocouple 

DNS Direct Numerical Simulation 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Fire dynamics is a relatively new research discipline, and it has been developed during the last 

decades. It began with the fundamentals such as the ideal plume theories and basic equations 

derived from experimental tests. With the development of computer technology, software 

programs have been designed to describe and analyze fire dynamics (NIST, 2012; Stanford 

University, 2012). The outcome is a rapidly growing field with companies and organizations 

bringing forth new CFD-tools, tools that can display an image of a given fire scenario. 

Simulation tools provide time efficiency and a sustainable economic approach compared to 

equivalent real tests that are more comprehensive to perform (Linfield & Mudry, 2008). 

When using CFD-programs, it is of importance that these tools represent and reflects 

reality as accurately as possible. When a full-scale test is conducted, it gives an opportunity to 

make a comparison between reality and CFD-modeling as well as analytical solutions. To 

make a successful comparison, it is of importance to consider natural variations and the 

uncertainties that can follow with given input data. Taking this information into consideration 

provides a chance to test new software and analyze whether the results are relevant and if the 

software is suitable for the given case.  

A series of experiments were conducted in Trondheim in January of 2015. These tests 

were made through a collaboration between Luleå University of Technology (LTU) and 

RISE. The tests focused on heat transfer from localized fires to steel columns, trusses, and the 

evaluation of plume centreline temperature distributions of free burning fires (Sandström et al. 

2015). 

With the data gathered from the Trondheim experiments, a similar numerical validation 

could be conducted. The CFD program that was tested and compared to the Trondheim 

experiment was initially FireFOAM, this because of the lack of earlier tests of the program. 

Moreover was the numerical CFD program FDS and the analytical methods by Heskestad 

(Eurocode) and McCaffrey added to bring a broader perspective of the thesis. 

The conditions of the full-scale test (refers to Experiment 1, see (Sandström et al. 2015)) 

are seen in Table 1: 

 
Table 1. Conditions from the full-scale test. 

Experiment 1 Description Unit 

HRR 4500 [kW] 

Fuel Heptane [-] 

Size of burner 2 [m2] 

Duration of test 17 [min] 

Height of room 5 [m] 

Properties of ceiling Insulated steel  [-] 

 

Figure 1 gives a general overview of the test setup conditions given at the Trondheim 

experiments (Sandström et al. 2015). 
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Figure 1.  is describing the Trondheim experimental setup (Sandström et al. 2015). 

For more information regarding the conducted full-scale tests, see the experimental report 

Steel truss exposed to localized fires (Sandström et al. 2015). 

 

1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is to compare the centerline gas temperature, given steady-state 

conditions, of the Trondheim full-scale test to numerical simulations by FDS, FireFOAM, and 

analytical hand calculations with the equations by Heskestad and McCaffrey. The aim is to 

answer the following questions:  

 

• How well can the plume centerline temperature in localized fires be predicted 

using different analytical and numerical solving techniques/codes? 

• How well suited are the different solving techniques/codes for use in practical 

design calculations of the plume centerline temperature of localized fires? 

 

1.3 Limitations 
The focus in this report is the centerline gas temperatures above a pool fire with an area of 

2 m². Following limitations have been considered in the thesis to accommodate the study in a 

bachelor thesis of 15 ECTS: 

 

• The temperature output is the average gas temperature at steady-state conditions. 

• The domains of the CFD-models are smaller than that of the full-scale test to 

reduce calculation time. 

• The trusses from the full-scale test are removed, and the corrugated steel roof is 

considered flat. 

• The burners are given the geometry of a square instead of a circle. However, the 

burning area, denoted Af, remains unchanged. 

• The fuel chosen for FireFOAM was the default fuel. The primary focus was to 

create a similar heat release rate, and therefore the chemistry remained 

unchanged.  
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• The calculated temperature is only the gas temperature, both in FireFOAM and 

in FDS, and no radiation is taken into account. 

2 Theory 
 

2.1 Heat release rate and mass loss rate calculation 
All values regarding the HRR and mass-loss rate, presented in the report, are recorded from 

the full-scale test (Sandström et al. 2015) and the CFD-simulations. The following section 

presents the analytical solutions and the procedure of how to calculate the HRR and mass loss 

rate parameters. 

The heat release rate, �̇�, can be calculated in several different ways. By measuring the 

mass-loss rate per area, denoted �̇�´´, the heat release rate can be calculated if the effective 

heat of combustion (∆𝐻𝑒𝑓𝑓) and the burning area (Af) is known (Heskestad, 2008; Karlsson & 

Quintiere, 2000). 

 

 �̇� = 𝐴𝑓�̇�´´∆𝐻𝑒𝑓𝑓 (1) 

 

The values, for the effective heat of combustion ∆𝐻𝑒𝑓𝑓, is obtained through 

experiments. This means that �̇� and �̇� must be known. Using a bomb calorimeter, the 

complete heat of combustion, denoted ∆𝐻𝑐, can be measured. The value given from the bomb 

calorimeter is used with a combustion efficiency factor, denoted 𝜒. The value 𝜒 is given from 

experiments. Equation (2) becomes: 

 

 �̇� = 𝐴𝑓�̇�´´𝜒∆𝐻𝑐 (2) 

 

Where 𝜒∆𝐻𝑐 = ∆𝐻𝑒𝑓𝑓 (Karlsson & Quintiere, 2000). 

If no experiment is conducted, and there is no opportunity to weigh the mass loss rate 

while the pool fire is burning, the mass-loss rate is then given through analytical solutions. If 

the pool fire has free burning conditions, the mass-loss rate will relatively quickly become 

constant. The mass-loss rate is environmental dependent and is therefore sensitive to different 

parameters such as wind. Moreover, the mass-loss rate is also diameter dependent. A large 

amount of pool fire experiments, with a wide variety of liquids, have been carried out. These 

experiments have shown that pool fires with a diameter larger than 0.2 m have an increasing 

burning rate. This is called the asymptotic diameter mass loss rate, denoted �̇�∞
´´  and is given 

in [kg/(m2s)]. After numerous completed free burning test, given different diameters and 

liquids, the correlation in equation (3) emerged as (Heskestad, 2008; Karlsson & Quintiere, 

2000): 

 

 𝑚´´̇ = �̇�∞
´´ (1 − 𝑒−𝜅𝛽𝐷) (3) 

 

 Where 𝑚´´̇  is the free burn mass loss rate, 𝜅𝛽 is a liquid dependent value, given in 

Table 1Table 2 below, and 𝐷 is the diameter of the circular burner.  
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Table 2. Input data for equation 3 (Babrauskas, 1995). 

 
 

2.2 Thermocouples 
Thermocouples, abbreviated TC, consist of two different metal alloys or metals. These wires 

are twisted into a junction. A voltage which demonstrates the difference between the hot 

junction and the cold reference point is generated, see Figure 2. The location of the hot 

junction is optional. It can either be embedded in a given solid material or openly positioned 

in the air, depending on what data is requested. Thermocouples are commonly used in fire 

testing and research because of its features and its cost-effectiveness. The type of alloys 

depends on the temperature range tested (Wickström. U. 2016). 

 
Figure 2. Schematic image of how thermocouples are constructed (Sterling Sensors.n.d.). 

The temperature registered is always the temperature of the hot junction lead, where the cold 

junction is the reference temperature. When exposed to the gas, the lead adjusts differently 

dependent on the thermal response properties of the given TC. In general, a TC with a small 

diameter is more sensitive to convective variations, and a TC with a larger diameter are more 

sensitive to radiation. However, it is of importance to understand that a TC, regardless of size, 

will always be affected by the gas temperature and the incident radiation (Wickström. U. 

2016).  
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2.3 Analytical solutions 
One way of describing basic fire processes is to use analytical solution methods. These 

analytical solutions are a set of simplified solutions, mostly obtained through empirical 

methods suitable for computing temperatures, velocities in plumes, flame heights, mass flow 

rates, room pressure and many other variables (Heskestad, 2008; Karlsson & Quintiere, 

2000). 

2.3.1 The McCaffrey plume 
McCaffrey based his plume temperature theory on experimental data and dimensional 

analysis. What is characteristic of his calculations is that he divided the plume into three 

sections, see Figure 3. McCaffrey´s analytical solutions is a method that is valid for all three 

regions, including the flame region (Drysdale, 2011). 

The three regions are: 

 

1. The continuous flame region 

2. The intermittent region 

3. The plume region 

 

The equation for temperature difference, ∆𝑇0, at height z, is given as equation 4: 

 

 
∆𝑇0 = (

𝜅

0.9 ×  √2𝑔
)

2

(
𝑧

�̇�2/5
)

2𝜂−1

× 𝑇∞ (4) 

 

Where the constants κ and η changes depending on, in which of the three regions, the 

correlation is applied. These constants are given in Table 3. 𝑔 is the gravitional constant and 

𝑇∞ is the ambient temperature. 

 
Table 3. Constants in McCaffrey´s plume equation (Drysdale, 2011). 

Region 𝒛

�̇�
𝟐
𝟓

 [m/kW] κ η 

Continuous <  0.08 6.8 [𝑚1/2/𝑠] 1/2 

Intermittent 0.08-0.2 1.9 [𝑚/(𝑘𝑊1/5𝑠)] 0 

Plume >0.2 1.1 [𝑚4/3/(𝑘𝑊1/3𝑠)] −1/3 
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While the constants depend on which region of the flame that is inspected, equation (4) 

gives reasonable agreement in all three regions, as seen in Figure 3 below.  

Figure 3 shows the results from McCaffrey´s experiments using a methane flame in a 

0.3 (m) square burner. The solid line represents output values from equation (4). As for many 

plume equations, the plume properties are assumed to be independent of the burning fuel, 

rather than the HRR, which is essential for the results. 

 

 
Figure 3. Centerline plume temperature rises with height and HRR using methane (Drysdale, 2011). 
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2.3.2 Eurocode 
Temperature action for localized fires can be evaluated through, Eurocode 1991-1-2, Annex C 

- localized fires. This calculation method is based on the Heskestad plume equation 

(Heskestad, G. 2008). Taking the area dependency of the fire source into account a virtual 

source location, called virtual origin, is introduced, see Figure 4.  

The virtual origin denoted 𝑧0, is given by equation (5) (Heskestad, G. 2008). 

 

 𝑧0 = 0.08�̇�
2/5

− 1.02𝐷 
 

(5) 

Where �̇� is the total heat release rate, and D is the diameter of the fire pool (Karlsson & 

Quintiere, 2000). A negative value of 𝑧0 implies that the virtual fire source is located below 

the floor level. This method only is only valid for temperatures above the flame; therefore, the 

flame height is calculated (Heskestad, G. 2008). 

 

 𝐻𝑓 = 0.235�̇�
2/5

− 1.02𝐷 (6) 

 

Where 𝐻𝑓 is the flame height in meter, D is the diameter of the pool fire in meter and 

the total heat release rate, �̇�, in kW. If 𝐻𝑓 <  𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥, where 𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the height of the ceiling. 

The following equation can be used to determine the temperature difference above the flame 

(Heskestad, G. 2008). 

 
∆𝑇 = 9.1 (

𝑇∞

𝑔𝑐𝑝
2𝜌∞

2
)

1/3

�̇�𝑐
2/3(𝑧 − 𝑧0)−5/3 (7) 

 

𝜌∞ is the density of the ambient air, 𝑐𝑝 is the specific heat capacity for ambient air, 𝑇∞ 

is the ambient air temperature, and �̇�𝑐 is the convective part of the total heat release from the 

pool fire. Normally assumed 0.7�̇� but in Eurocode assumed 0.8�̇�. Equations given in 

Eurocode differ from those specified in SFPE handbook (Heskestad, G. 2008). Equations 5-7, 

Figure 4. Explains the location of the virtual origin. (University of Tennessee, 2015)  
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taken from Heskestad, G (2008), are synonymous with equations 8-10 below, taken from EN 

1991-1-2, Annex C. 

 

 𝑧0 = 0.00524𝑄2/5 − 1.02𝐷 

 
(8) 

 

 𝐻𝑓 = 0.0148�̇�
2/5

− 1.02𝐷 

 
(9) 

 

 𝑇 = 20 + 0.25�̇�𝑐
2/3(𝑧 − 𝑧0)−5/3 

 
(10) 

 

Eurocode defines this temperature to be valid only if it is equal or less to 900 °C. 
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2.4 Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) models 
CFD modeling is commonly used throughout several engineering disciplines, for example, to 

analyze fluid fire dynamics. It is used in many disciplines such as weather forecasting, 

aerodynamics, and turbomachinery technology as well as in enclosure fire modeling (Yeoh & 

Yuen, 2009; Linfield & Mudry, 2008). CFD models are based on the three dimensional and 

time-dependent conservation laws. The simulated domain is divided into a large number of 

sub-volumes where the laws of momentum, mass- and energy-conservation are applied on 

each sub-volume. See Figure 5 below (Karlsson & Quintiere, 2000):  

 
Figure 5. An enclosure divided into sub-volumes with custom grid size (Karlsson & Quintiere, 2000). 

The central equations of conservation of mass, energy, and momentum, also known as 

the “fundamental conservation laws” is central for CFD simulations (Karlsson & Quintiere, 

2000): 

 

• Conservation of mass describes the mass rate change in a fluid element. This is 

the net rate flow of mass in and out of a given element. 

• Conservation of energy describes the increase- or decrease the rate of energy 

within the volume. 

• Conservation of momentum describes the increase- or decrease rate of 

momentum to the particles in the fluid. It is the sum of forces that affect the 

fluid particles. 

 

The governing conservation equations contain further unknowns such as the viscous 

stress components in the fluid flow. Substitution of these into the momentum equation yields 

the Navier-Stokes equations. The solution of these equations is essential for all CFD codes. 

CFD codes are developed for a wide range of engineering purposes; nonetheless, they 

have a similar structure. A general CFD software consists according to Karlsson and 

Quintiere (Karlsson & Quintiere, 2000) of: 

 

• Preprocessor: This is where the geometry setup and grid size are defined, 

chemical and physical properties are selected, and fluid definitions are made. 

The definition of the yielding boundary conditions is also specified in this 

section. 
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• Solver: The solver calculates and approximates numerical solutions for the 

given scenario. 

• Postprocessor: Postprocessors display the results. It is a visualization program 

that can show the relevant output data (the grids, vectors, 2D and 3D surface 

plots, etc.) 

 

CFD models involve not only thermal flow and heat transfer. Other areas of application 

are combustion-, chemical reaction- and phase change processes (NIST, 2012). Because of the 

broad spectra of engineering problems, there is no CFD code that can simulate all chemical or 

physical processes, and therefore, there are a few CFD codes that can be used solving fire-

related problems. These codes have different approaches in modeling of sub-processes. 

Examples of common sub-process models are (Karlsson & Quintiere, 2000; NIST, 2012): 

 

• Soot and radiation 

• Combustion 

• Turbulence 

• Chemical reactions 

 

A model that involves a fire-driven fluid dynamic scenario can be constructed in several 

different ways. Because of this, it is important that the input data is as accurate as possible to 

obtain accurate results from the simulations (Karlsson & Quintiere, 2000). 

 

2.4.1 Fire dynamics simulator - FDS 
Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) is a CFD-software developed by the National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (NIST). FDS is a free and open-source software used in fire 

science and performance-based fire design (NIST, 2012). FDS first version was publicly 

released on February 2000. 

Using a rectilinear mesh, FDS solves Navier-Stokes equations numerically to describe 

the thermally driven flows in a fire. FDS is especially suitable for low speed flows with a 

focus on smoke and heat transport from fires. The core algorithm is an explicit predictor-

corrector system and second-order accurate in space and time. By default, the turbulence is 

modeled by Large-Eddy Simulation, LES (NIST, 2012). Approximately half of the 

applications in the model have, since then been made for smoke handling purposes and 

sprinkler activation studies. The other applications provide reconstructions of residential and 

industrial fires (NIST, 2012).   

2.4.1.1 Smokeview 
Smokeview is a tool developed by NIST to visualize numerical calculations produced by 

FDS. The software was mainly constructed to visualize fire-driven flow, smoke, particle 

tracking, temperature, and flow vectors. Smokeview can display static data using 2D or 3D 

contours, which shows temperature, flow vectors, etc. which indicates the direction and 

magnitude of the flow (NIST, 2007). 

 

2.4.2 OpenFOAM and FireFOAM 
OpenFOAM is an open-source code, and because of this, the code has gained interest by 

industry and researchers (ESI group, 2004-2016). The possibility to customize features due to 

the object-orientated structure of the code with code libraries is one advantage, but there are 

other benefits such as the ability to select unstructured mesh. However, there are also 

disadvantages with the code. The steep learning curve, compared to other CFD software’s, 

which is partly due to limited documentation for one. 
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OpenFOAM is an abbreviation of Open source Field Operation And Manipulation. 

OpenFOAM is a C++ library released in 2004. The software package is used for solving 

thermal- and fluid-dynamics, but it can also be used working with chemical reactions, 

electromagnetic, etc. Through the OpenFOAM C++ library, executables are created. These 

executables are also called applications. There are two main categories of applications called 

(FM Global, 2014): 

 

• Solvers. Designed to solve problems in computational continuum mechanics. 

• Utilities. Perform pre-processing and post-processing calculations, through 

algebraic calculations and data manipulation. 

 

Existing libraries can be modified, or new can be created to suit the need. For solving fire 

flow problems, the external library FireFOAM is the most commonly used. 

 

Figure 5 shows the overall structure of OpenFOAM. The operating procedure is as follows:  

 

1. Pre-processing is where the dimensions and input dimensions and properties of the 

computational domain are created and translated into a mesh.  

2. OpenFOAM uses the solvers called for by the user via the input file to solve the 

flow problem. The solvers can be standard applications from default libraries in 

OpenFOAM or user applications from external libraries such as FireFOAM.  

3. Post-processing is where all the results from the numerical calculations are 

visualized, often through a visualization program such as ParaView. 

 

FireFOAM is a solver specialized in simulating smoke - and heat transport within the 

LES approximation. There are two different versions of FireFOAM, one that is released by 

Open CFD (The OpenFOAM Foundation, 2016) which is also the official release. The second 

version is an extended version of the first release. This release (FireFOAM-2.2.x) is 

maintained by FM Global and consists of tutorial cases and modified libraries (FM Global, 

2016). 

A tutorial case follows each solver as a standard (ESI group, 2004-2016). With the 

solver FireFOAM, a case called Steckler is included. This case features a rectangular room 

with a propane burner placed in the center of the room. The basic directory structure contains 

a set of files that are required to run the application. Figure 7 shows the general structure for 

Trondheim case. 

 

Figure 6. OpenFOAM structure. 
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Figure 7. Directory structure based on the Trondheim case. 

The Trondheim directory shows four folders that contain information regarding specific 

areas. 

 

1) Constant consists of the description of the mesh and all files that define the physical 

properties. 

2) System sets the parameters that concern the solution procedure. Where controlDict 

involve the run control parameters as start and stop, timestep output et al. 

3) 0 is where the velocities, mass loss rate, and surface properties are defined. Since 

simulations usually start at t=0, this marks where the initial conditions are stored. 

4) Shell Script is where the run files are located. 

 

All files shown in Figure 7 are open for modification. 

 

2.4.2.1 ParaView 
ParaView is an open-source 3D visualization and data analysis application. ParaView was 

designed to analyze very large datasets; still, the software is compatible with laptops 

processing smaller data. ParaView uses the visualization toolkit (VTK) as the rendering and 

data processing engine (ParaView, n.d.). 
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2.5 Turbulence sub-model - Large-eddy simulation 
Both FDS and FireFOAM implements the calculation procedure of LES.  

Turbulence is often seen in three dimensions with dynamics on a large number of 

different scales. Given this, the primary problem is the numerical calculation resolving all 

relevant length and time scales of the turbulence in the given set-up. Direct numerical 

simulation (DNS) is the most accurate approach to simulate turbulence where the full Navier-

Stokes equations are used. The equations are solved numerically with a very fine mesh that 

captures all these scales within the given flow. This method captures all the small- and large 

Eddies. Consequently, DNS is a computationally expensive method and can only be applied 

to low Reynolds number and relatively simple geometric configurations (Yang, Z. 2014). 

It is not necessary to do these transient simulations in steady-state fluid, and there are 

opportunities to save computation time, e.g., the Reynolds-average Navier-Stokes (RANS) 

approach which only solves for the average quantities, as the effect of all the scales with 

instantaneous turbulent motion is modeled by a turbulence model. This method is commonly 

used by industrial CFD applications over the last decades (Yang, Z. 2014). 

LES is an alternative to the methods mentioned above and retains the transient behavior. 

LES computes only the large-scale motions, large eddies of the turbulent flow and 

approximates the subgrid-scale (SGS) motions. This reduces the calculation time significantly 

compared to DNS.  

Currently, LES is a commonly used tool in solving numerical turbulence flow (Yang, Z. 

2014).  
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3 Method 
In this thesis, two analytical solutions, Heskestad and McCaffrey, and two numerical 

models, FDS and FireFOAM, were compared to a full-scale test. Each method is described 

individually in the sections below. 

When designing the fire model, the setup from experiment 1 in the experimental report, 

Steel truss exposed to localized fires (Sandström et al. 2015), was used as a benchmark test. 

The benchmark test from Trondheim is, in this report, referred to as the full-scale test. When 

all models methods are described, the final description of how the models can be compared 

and analyzed is presented at the end of this section. 

The reasoning regarding the choice of method was as follows. FireFOAM was the initial 

program that was to be tested because the program is relatively new. When the data were 

collected, it could be compared to the full-scale test. Then another numerical model, FDS, 

was added and compared in the same manner as FireFOAM, this only to see if the two 

programs presented different answers. Moreover, two analytical models were added in this 

thesis, for the same reason FDS was included, to see if analytical solutions presented 

reasonable temperatures. The McCaffrey plume theory was chosen because this analytical 

model was the only one that includes temperature calculation within the flame. Eurocode has 

no method for temperature calculation within the flame. This method is used for temperature 

calculation above the flame; still it would be of interest to see if the method could give 

reasonable answers within the flame region. 

The hand calculation methods are covered in section 2.3; thus, focus in this section is on 

the numerical models, FDS and OpenFOAM. 

3.1 Numerical calculation - FDS 
The FDS version 6.5.2 was used in this thesis. The entire input file can be found in  

Appendix 1-FDS. 

 The geometry of the Trondheim full-scale test was constructed in FDS. To save 

computational time, the geometry model was reduced to a 5 × 5 × 5 m3 room with a grid size 

of 0.2, 0.1, and 0.05 m.  

The Mesh walls are set as an inert surface by default. Due to the reduced volume of the 

room, boundary conditions at the walls were set to be open, to maintain the surrounding 

conditions of the full-scale test. 

To confirm that the grid size was within a suitable range, the characteristic fire diameter 

was calculated by using equation (11) (NIST, 2012): 

 

 
𝐷∗ = (

�̇�

𝜌∞𝑐𝑝𝑇∞√𝑔
)

2/5

 (11) 

 

Where 𝐷∗ is the characteristic fire diameter, �̇� is the heat release rate, 𝜌∞ is the density 

of the ambient air, 𝑐𝑝 is the specific heat capacity of air, 𝑇∞ is the ambient temperature and 𝑔 

is the gravitational constant. 

 

 
𝐷∗ = (

4500

1.2×1.0×298.15×√9.81
)

2/5

=1.7438 (11) 

 

The number given from equation (11) is divided with the nominal grid size, 𝑑𝑥 in 

equation (12). 
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 𝐷∗

𝑑𝑥
 (12) 

 

The value of equation (12) should be between 10 and 20 (NIST, 2012).  

 

 1.7438

0.1
= 17.438 (12) 

 

The same calculation procedure is made for two other grid sizes, see Table 4. 

 
Table 4. Characteristic fire diameter for each nominal grid size. 

Grid Size [m] 0.05 0.10 0.20 

Value from equation 

(12) [-] 

34.876 17.438 8.719 

 

The ratio D*/dx, describing the grid resolution, are preferred to be in the range of 10-20, 

near the fire (Nystedt & Frantzich, 2011). The ratio is within the range given a grid size of 10 

cm exceeding the valid range for 5 cm and 20 cm grid size. According to Nystedt & Frantzich 

(2011), it is also important to study the relationship between the characteristic fire diameter  

D* and room height H, in addition to the ratio D*/dx. 

 

 𝐷∗

𝐻
=

1.7438

5
= 0.34876 (13) 

 

If the relationship D*/H is smaller then 0.5, the grid resolution should be larger than 15. 

The computational domain is within range when having the 10 and 20 cm grid size. There are 

other methods to analyze how the grid size resolution affect the result in FDS. For example, 

by looking at the measurement of turbulent resolution and wavelet errors, one can find a grid 

resolution that is suitable (NIST, 2012). 

The full-scale test was carried out for 17 minutes to achieve steady-state conditions 

(Sandström et al. 2015)). To shorten the CFD-simulation time, the ceiling was assumed 

adiabatic, and the simulation time was shortened to 60 seconds. The burner geometry was set 

to 1.4 × 1.4 with a height of 0.5 meters. The sides of the burner were set to inert surfaces. The 

burner was defined as a surface on top of the obstacle, and the fuel was set to heptane, the 

same as in the full-scale test. At last, the ambient temperature was set to 25°C. The centerline 

gas temperature was measured vertically from the burning surface with an interval of 0.1 

meters, up to the ceiling, the scripts can be viewed in Appendix 1 - FDS. 

The simulations were first conducted with a given HRR of 4500 kW and with the grid 

sizes of 5, 10, and 20 cm. A second simulation was made with an HRR of 4000 kW given a 

grid size of 5 cm. Furthermore; additional sensitivity analysis was also conducted in the form 

of two different simulations. One simulation where HRR was still chosen as 4500 kW but 

with twice the area of the burner. In the second simulation, the area was set to 2 m2, the same 

as in the full-scale test, but with approximately 50 % of the HRR. A more extensive 

description of the analysis is described at 3.3 Comparing and analyzing the different methods. 
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3.2 Numerical calculation - OpenFOAM/FireFOAM 
At the beginning of the project, a fundamental overview of the design and program structure 

was performed; this was done to grasp the concept of OpenFOAM/FireFOAM. The main part 

of the feasibility study regarding the program had to be done on the internet, through forums 

and mail correspondence. 

The calculations were performed on a cluster at RISE Fire Research in Borås, Sweden, 

where FireFOAM 2.2.x was used. 

3.2.1 Model construction 
Describing the procedure of compiling the model includes changes in files located in the 

underlying folders of the Trondheim case. The affected files can be found in Appendix 2 - 

FireFOAM. 

The code distributor includes several tutorial cases. One of these cases is called 

Steckler, which is a simple model that shows a burner centered in a room to replicate an 

earlier room fire test (U.S Department of Commerce, 1982). This tutorial case was 

manipulated to mimic the Trondheim experimental setup. The measurements of the 

computational domain were set to 5 x 5 m with a height of 5 m. The model walls were to be 

removed to enable the burner free access of air and emulate a much larger room.   

Figure 8 shows the model in ParaView with the burner represented by a square in the 

floor. The burner box was modeled with the dimensions of 1.4 x 1.4 m and with a height of 

0.5 meters. However, viewing the burner in ParaView, it appears as a flat surface. 

 

Figure 8. ParaView visualization of the room, without a burner. 

 

To compensate for using propane properties instead of heptane as used in the full-scale 

test, the mass flow rate was adjusted in “0/U” and set constant at 0.10125 kg/s during the 

simulation. The given mass flow rate was adjusted through several test simulations. 

The devices for measuring gas temperature are called probes. Their task is to output the 

calculated gas temperature at specified heights from the burner surface to the ceiling. The 

probes were placed with an interval of 0.1 meters.  

3.3 Comparing and analyzing the different methods 
Figure 9 provides an overview of how the data from each method are compared in this study.  
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Fullscale test

FireFOAM
FDS

HRR 4500 kW

McCaffrey
Eurocode

HRR 4500 kW

Direct validation

Direct validation

FireFOAM
FDS

HRR 4000 kW

FDS
HRR 2250 kW

McCaffrey
Eurocode

HRR 2250 kW

McCaffrey
Eurocode

HRR 4000 kW

Indirect validation Indirect validationIndirect validation

 
Figure 9. A flow chart describing how to analyze and compare the different methods used. FireFOAM was not 

simulated given an HHR of 2250 kW, due to the time frame of the thesis.  

Arrows are termed direct- or indirect validation. Direct validation is made between the 

full-scale test and the other calculation methods, i.e., FDS, FireFOAM, McCaffrey, and 

Eurocode. This type of validation is the most preferable, though expensive.  

Indirect validation is made between higher and lower-level methods, which do not 

include a full-scale test, ex. comparison between FDS (2250 kW) and McCaffrey/Eurocode 

(2250 kW), see left column Figure 9. This type of validation should be a complement to direct 

validation, expanding the possibility to validate low-level methods at a lower cost. 

Comparisons in Figure 9 can be made vertically, using the same input values to validate a 

model assumption, or, horizontally to observe if changes in temperature and flame height can 

be distinguished between different input.  
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4 Sensitivity analysis 
4.1 FDS 
The sensitivity analysis from the FDS simulations is presented in this section. Figure 10 

shows where the devices are located and a brief sequence of the fire behavior. 

Simulations were made with grid sizes of 5, 10 and 20 cm, all with an HRR of 4500 

kW.  

 

Figure 11 shows the average gas temperature based on different grid sizes. The 

temperatures were obtained when achieving a steady state. Measurements were taken over an 

interval of 40 seconds. Based on this result, the 5 cm grid correlated the best with the full-

scale test and therefore, most fit to be further analyzed. The reason why further simulations 

were not performed was due to the time-consuming simulations of FireFOAM, which 

exceeded the time frame of the report. 

  

Figure 10 (left) Shows the location of the TC. (Right) The plume rising from the burner. Simulations from FDS, viewed from 

Smokeview. 
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Figure 11. Gas temperature measurements over height in FDS with different grid sizes. 

 

Figure 12 presents the HRR of 4500 kW with different grid sizes. The fluctuations for 

each HRR shows similar results independent of the grid size.  

 

 
Figure 12. HRR of 4500 kW with different grid sizes.  
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4.2 Sensitivity analysis - FireFOAM 
The sensitivity analysis from the simulations made in FireFOAM is presented in this section. 

A picture showing a brief sequence of the fire behavior is seen in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13. FireFOAM simulation where the picture shows the turbulent fire behavior. 

4.2.1 HRR 4500 kW 
Simulations were made with grid sizes of 5 and 10 cm, all with an HRR of 4500 kW. Figure 

14 shows the average gas temperature with no radiation impact. Measurements were taken 

over an interval of 15 seconds. Based on this result, the 5 cm grid correlated the best with the 

full-scale test and therefore, most fit to be further analyzed. The reason why further 

simulations were not performed was due to the time-consuming simulations of FireFOAM, 

which exceeded the time frame of the report. 
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Figure 14. Gas temperature measurements over height in FireFOAM with different grid sizes. 

Figure 15 presents the HRR of 4500 kW with different grid sizes. The fluctuations 

become smaller when using a grid size of 5 cm. 

 

 
Figure 15. HRR of 4500 kW with different grid sizes. 
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5 Results and analysis 
5.1 Results from the full-scale test 
Figure 16 shows the average centerline gas temperature from the full-scale test. The graph 

represents the temperatures when steady-state conditions were achieved. Measurements were 

taken over an interval of 300 seconds. The temperature just above the burner is about 350 °C, 

were from the temperature is rapidly increasing and reaching its maximum temperature of 

about 930°C at the height 2 meters. Between 2 meter and 5 meters, the temperature is 

dropping, and where the plume hits the ceiling, the temperature measurements are registered 

just above 500 °C.  

Figure 16. The gas temperature measurements from the full-scale test (Sandström et al. 2015).  

5.2 Direct Validation 
During the calculations of the McCaffrey plume, some contradictions and 

inconsistencies appear in the literature concerning Table 3 and Figure 3. The value for 𝜂 in 

Figure 3 is not the same as in Table 3. Using equation 4 and the constants 𝜅 and 𝜂, taken from 

Table 3, results in higher values than in Figure 3. Using 𝜂 values, given in Figure 3, resulted 

in unreasonable elevated temperatures. Finally, it was determined that the constants given in 

table 3 should be used even though it did not correlate with Figure 31. 

Equation (4) is calculated with an interval of 0.1 m, and the output data is shown in the 

results, see section 4.2 

Applying the McCaffrey plume to a given scenario gives an output temperature that is 

assumed to be constant in the continuous flame region. This is the maximum temperature, 

which is just below 900 ºC. The calculations become more accurate in the intermittent region 

where the temperature decreases in an approximate rate, similar to the full-scale test. The 

analytical solutions show lower temperatures than the full-scale test. 

                                                 
1 Contact was made with Björn Karlsson, one of the authors of the book Enclosure Fire Dynamics. 

Discussing the matter with him resulted in keeping the constants given in Table 3.  
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Figure 17. Gas temperature over height, comparison between full-scale test and McCaffery’s analytical solution. 

Applying Eurocode equations to a given scenario gives an output temperature that is 

bounded upwards at 900 ºC, see Figure 18. This is the maximum valid temperature which is 

described in 2.3.2 Eurocode. The calculations are approaching the full-scale test higher up in 

the plume. 

 

 
Figure 18. Gas temperature over height, comparison between full-scale test and Eurocode. 

Figure 19 shows that the gas temperatures from FDS correlate well to the temperatures 

from the full-scale test. From the surface of the burner to 1.6 meters above the floor, the 

temperature from the full-scale test reaches a higher temperature than FDS. Both experiments 

have the maximum temperature between 2-2.5 meter above the floor, which is 960 ºC for FDS 

and 930 ºC for the full-scale test. The temperatures then decrease correspondingly until just 

below the roof. The temperature graph from FDS is increasing at the top. The results from 

FDS shows good agreement to the full-scale test up to 1.5 meters height. The largest 

deviations are between 1.5 and 3 meters. 
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Figure 19. Gas temperature over height, comparison between full-scale test and FDS. 

The temperatures, shown in Figure 20, from FireFOAM simulations do not correlate 

with the temperatures from the full-scale test. The temperature of FireFOAM starts at 600 ºC 

and reaches the temperature of 1300 ºC at 3.5 meters. After 3.5 meters the temperature decline 

to the height of 4.5 meters where the temperature starts to accelerate and reaches a 

temperature of 1400 ℃ at the ceiling. 

 
Figure 20. Gas temperature over height, comparison between full-scale test and FireFOAM. 

5.3 Indirect Validation 
Figure 21 presents the temperatures from the different methods, where the effect was set 

to the same as the full-scale test, i.e., 4500 kW. The graphs in Figure 21 are dispersed and 

observing any similarities is therefore difficult.  

The temperature at 1.4 meters is almost the same for all methods where the temperature 
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where the temperature deviates and reaches unreasonable temperatures.

 
Figure 21. Gas temperature over height, comparison between the calculations methods when HRR is set on 4500 kW. 

When the HRR was set to 4000 kW, Figure 22 below shows that the FireFOAM temperature 

curve deviates from the other methods, however still not as much as for the 4500 kW. The 

temperature offset is still too rough to enable a comparison with the other methods. The shape 

of the curve, however, is similar to the curve from FDS.

 
Figure 22. Gas temperature over height, comparison between the calculations methods when HRR is set on 4000 kW. 

Through the test, the original effect was decreased to 2250 kW, see Figure 23. The 

reason why further simulations were not performed was due to the time-consuming 

simulations of FireFOAM, which exceeded the time frame of the report. 

The slopes of the graphs were more similar when decreasing the effect. The 

McCaffrey-method estimates higher temperatures than FDS up to 2.5 m and then it calculates 

lower temperatures. Generally, Eurocode calculates higher temperatures than FDS. Eurocode 

and McCaffrey calculate almost the same temperature just below the ceiling. 
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Figure 23. Gas temperature over height, comparison between the calculations methods when HRR is set on 2250 kW. 

5.4 A general overview of the programs 
The learning process is subjective, and therefore not easy to grade. This summary and 

overview of what is needed to learn the programs and how user-friendly each program is 

based on the general knowledge a fire engineer have when graduating (Bachelor) from LTU. 

A short comprehensive list is provided, for what is found to be needed to work with the FDS 

and FireFOAM, see Table 5. 

 
Table 5. The table is listing the qualities needed to learn the programs as well as how accessible information for each 

program are. The checkmark confirms the statement and where the cross indicates a lack of the statement.  

Qualities needed to learn the 

program 

FDS FireFOAM 

Basic coding knowledge   

Extensive coding knowledge   

Basic physical knowledge   

Extensive physical knowledge   

Knowledge in fire dynamics   

User-friendliness   

Have a user guide   

Easily accessible information on 

the internet 

  

Accessible information on forums   
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6 Discussion 
Comparing results from computer simulations with full-scale experiments is not trivial. 

Computer codes apply equations and numbers to imitate natural flows and physical 

phenomena. Reality is more complex, and to simulate this; several simplifications are made in 

the code. For example, the geometry of the burner in FDS is constructed as a rectangular box 

instead of a circular object. 

Another aspect to consider is how the real experiment was executed. What kind of 

equipment was used during the tests and how all measurements were performed are key 

factors for accomplishing good results. Small details like the quality and size of the 

thermocouples, the ambient temperature, and properties of the surrounding air can also affect 

the results substantially. Sometimes the details do not matter, but in some aspects, they are of 

great importance. Throughout this thesis, each of these aspects has been considered regarding 

whether they have a significant impact on the outcome of the results. The factors that turned 

out to have no significant impact have been excluded in the simulation models. The roof 

supporting trusses were one of the factors excluded in the models; another factor was the 

corrugated sheet roof that was replaced with a flat surface. 

The analytical method specified by McCaffrey is only approximately valid, as it 

originates from tests that were performed with a burner five times smaller than the burner 

used in the full-scale test (Sandström et al. 2015). The analytical solution showed lower 

temperatures than the full-scale test. As mentioned earlier, this could depend on the effect of 

radiation on the thermocouples, see Figure 17. Gas temperature over height, comparison 

between full-scale test and McCaffery’s analytical solution.Figure 17. The McCaffrey plume 

originates from tests where the burner is smaller, which can affect the gas temperatures closer 

to the ceiling. During the literature study of different analytical solution methods, it was 

discovered that McCaffrey Plume was the only one suitable for calculating the gas 

temperature in the flame region. Despite limitations in the McCaffrey plume theory, the 

results were accurate within and above the intermittent region.  

Eurocodes plume correlation by Heskestad was used to calculate temperatures within 

the flame region even though it is not valid for these types of calculations. Eurocode 

calculations originate from equations most fit for temperature calculations above the plume 

and therefore explains the deviating temperatures. The results show that the temperatures got 

more accurate closer to the ceiling. This was expected because the method is valid for 

temperature calculation above the flame. An analytical solution is usually a quick solution and 

is therefore very useful for obtaining an overview or a general understanding of a given 

scenario. The graph shows that Eurocode does not align with the full-scale test. 

FDS is adapted for fire applications and showed good results from the simulations. 

However, this does not imply that FDS is a superior software. This only indicates that FDS 

might be better in calculating scenarios like the full-scale test when the grid size is within the 

tested range. The HRR from the FDS simulation had larger fluctuations with a larger grid 

size, reducing the grid size resulted in smaller fluctuations. Changes in the size of the burner 

or the changes of the released energy correlate with the temperature changes within the 

centerline. 

The temperature results from the full-scale test aligned well with the temperatures from 

FDS regardless of grid size. Though note that the 5 cm grid size corresponded the best, except 

for the last part, just before hitting the ceiling where the temperature deviated from the 

experiment results. The increased temperature at the top deviates in FDS, and the 

temperatures should not increase when the plume hits the ceiling. From the surface of the 

burner to 1.6 meters above the floor, the temperature from the full-scale test reaches a higher 

temperature than FDS. A reasonable explanation is that the thermocouples used in the full-

scale test was affected by radiation and therefore shows a higher temperature. 
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Furthermore, the FDS user guide is a beneficial tool to retrieve answers which solved 

occurring issues quickly. 

The temperature results from FireFOAM deviated from the measured temperatures from 

the full-scale test. When analyzing the HRR in Figure 15, the fluctuations became smaller 

with a decreasing grid size, i.e., simulated HRR aligned better with the input HRR. 

Comparing the HRR of 4500 kW with 4000 kW, when grid size is set to 5 cm, displays no 

significant difference between the amplitude of the fluctuation. This suggests that the 

fluctuations are more sensitive to the grid size rather than the effect of the burner in this type 

of scenario. This assumption does not apply to the temperature. A smaller grid size 

corresponds better with the full-scale test. Still, neither of the temperatures, regardless of grid 

size, is close to the temperatures retrieved from the full-scale test. When using an HRR of 

4000 kW, the shape of the temperature curve becomes more similar to the temperatures from 

the full-scale test, see Figure 22. A difference for the simulations in FireFOAM was the 

choice of fuel. The choice to keep the default fuel as propane was made because of the 

complexity in changing the chemical reaction. The focus was instead to get a similar HRR, 

i.e., the same amount of energy released per unit time. The temperature recordings were only 

examined when the steady-state was reached and would, therefore, have no major impact on 

the temperature result. This deviation, in choice of fuel, may have given an additional impact 

on the full-scale test, which is not addressed in the simulations in FireFOAM. With this said, 

it would still be of interest to see the results using heptane as the reacting fuel. 

 Working with FireFOAM was very time consuming due to two factors, firstly because 

of the lack of information about the software and secondly because of the long simulation 

times that comes with decreasing grid size. Information had to be retrieved through internet 

forums where the response time to questions often delayed the working process.  

On a positive note, several instructive cases followed with the installation of 

FireFOAM/OpenFOAM, and these cases can be of great help when working with the code. If 

you are a beginner, these cases can be the key to learn the fundamentals of the code. Another 

benefit of FireFOAM is the possibility to use unstructured mesh. The simulations in this 

thesis were not calculated with this feature due to time limitations.  

The feasibility study showed that OpenFOAM is quite common software in several 

different science topics. The code has many users, and the internet is filled with forums where 

questions can be asked about the program. Unfortunately, FireFOAM is one of the minor 

applications, and it is hard to find instructions that can help during building and running a 

model. Just installing the program took more time than expected. Working in the Linux 

environment and command prompt takes time to get comfortable with, which is a key to find 

success in working with FireFOAM. During the thesis, we realized that deeper knowledge 

about programming was needed to work in the program in the best way possible. Especially 

the programming language, C++, that FireFOAM is built with. FireFOAM, as a software, is 

more suitable when using smaller grid sizes. Simulations with FireFOAM is not preferred 

when looking at larger volumes like single-story buildings. 

The full-scale test temperature measurements were made with thermocouples affected 

by radiation. The CFD-programs, FDS, and FireFOAM, were set only to calculate gas 

temperature and therefore neglected the impact of radiation. This may cause a difference in 

the temperature results. However, the radiation impact should be reasonably small according 

to the size of the thermocouple used in the full-scale test, since smaller thermocouples are less 

affected by radiation in relation to convective heating. Depending on the height of each 

thermocouple, the impact of radiation will vary. If a thermocouple is placed inside the flame 

region, it will be more affected by radiation than if the location was higher up. 

Indirect validation is made between different types of methods (e.g., numerical and 

analytical), and comparison between these methods give different results. One explanation 
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could be that the methods are derived differently. McCaffrey and Eurocode are based on 

experimental data, and FDS and FireFOAM originate from physical equations. With this in 

mind, it is clear that the results of these methods vary. These numerical tests were conducted 

under a shorter time. This could have influenced the temperature readings because the flames 

were moving. If the temperature readings correlated with the absence of flame, the 

temperature mean value could be affected. 

FireFOAM put high demands on the user, and the user must have a comprehensive 

understanding of science, fire dynamics, and computer programming. One solution to this 

problem is a user guide. Having a user guide solves many problems instead of working with 

the method “trial and error”. In the future, if programming becomes a common tool for 

consultants as well as for scientist, it would be suitable to introduce more coding as a standard 

for fire engineering through education. 

The most important thing to keep in mind is that computer simulations are just that, 

simulations, an attempt to reflect reality a long way from being able to capture the full 

complexity of real fires. 

7 Conclusions 
The resulting temperatures from FDS corresponded well with the measured temperatures from 

the full-scale test. FDS is a well-documented code where information is easy to retrieve, 

mainly through the user guide and forums. FDS achieved better results with a smaller grid 

size. 

 

Advantages of FDS 

• Free to download and use 

• Appropriate for fire safety engineering due to: 

o User-friendly interface 

o Well documented 

o Relatively short simulation time 

 

Disadvantages of FDS 

• Cannot use unstructured grid 

• Do not have automatic decomposition for parallel run 

• Puts demands on the user’s knowledge about fire science  

 

The temperatures from FireFOAM were overestimated compared to the full-scale test. 

Still, the results got better when using a smaller grid size. Information about OpenFOAM is 

available through a user guide as well as through forums. Unfortunately, FireFOAM is one of 

the minor applications, and therefore, the information is limited. FireFOAM is an application 

that requires a higher degree of computer and science skills. Therefore the code is more useful 

for scientist and researchers who wish to explore specific details by tweaking the code. 

When working with the code and problems arise, help is available through other users 

via dedicated forums. 

 

Advantages of FireFOAM: 

• Automatic decomposition for parallel run 

• The possibility of modifying existing tutorials 

• Open source code 

• Unstructured grid 
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Disadvantages of FireFOAM: 

• Challenging to learn due to the absence of a user guide 

• Puts high demands on the user’s knowledge about fire science and computer 

programming 

• The flame temperatures were overestimated 

 

The McCaffrey plume results only show a rough estimate, keeping in mind that this 

equation is designed for a different sized plume. 

Eurocode is not valid for temperature calculation within the flame region, and therefore, 

the temperature results generally are overestimated. 

7.1 Recommendation to further studies 
• Simulate several different scenarios in FireFOAM to see if the program is more 

appropriate to other fire dynamic scenarios, i.e., a validation suite. 

• Simulate large pool fires with a higher number of grid cells in FireFOAM. 

• Conducting the same type of simulations with a focus on both gas and radiative 

temperatures. 

• Review and evaluate if an analytical solution can be defined for this type of 

plume. 

• Make a FireFOAM simulation with the intended fuel parameters. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1 - FDS 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

&HEAD CHID='Trondheim', TITLE='Trondheim_FDS'/ 

 

&MESH IJK=50,50,50, XB=0,5,0,5,0,5 / 0.1 meter grid: 50,50,50 0.05 meter grid: 

100,100,100. 0.2 meter grid: 25,25,25. 

 

&VENT MB='XMAX' ,SURF_ID='OPEN' / 

&VENT MB='XMIN' ,SURF_ID='OPEN' /  

&VENT MB='YMAX' ,SURF_ID='OPEN' /  

&VENT MB='YMIN' ,SURF_ID='OPEN' /  

 

 

&TIME T_END=60. / 60sec 

 

&REAC FUEL = 'N-HEPTANE' 

 FYI = 'Heptane, C_7 H_16' 

 C = 7. 

 H = 16. 

 CO_YIELD = 0.008 

 SOOT_YIELD = 0.015 / 

 

&SURF ID='BURNER', HRRPUA=2250, RAMP_Q='fire', TMP_FRONT=300, 

COLOR='ORANGE' / 

&RAMP ID='fire', T= 0., F=0. / 

&RAMP ID='fire', T= 1., F=1. / 

&RAMP ID='fire', T=60., F=1. / 

 

ROOF 

&VENT MB='ZMAX',SURF_ID='ADIABATIC_SURFACE'/ 

 

&SURF ID ='ADIABATIC_SURFACE', ADIABATIC=.TRUE. 

COLOR ='BLUE' / 

 

&MISC TMPA=25. /  

 

BURNER 

&OBST XB=1.8,3.2,1.8,3.2,0,0, SURF_IDS='BURNER','INERT','INERT' / 

 

GAS TEMPERATURE 

0,1m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_10_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 0.10, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

0,2m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_20_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 0.20, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

0,3m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_30_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 0.30, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 
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0,4m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_40_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 0.40, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

0,5m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_000_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 0.50, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

0,6m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_010_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 0.60, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

0,7m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_020_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 0.70, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

0,8m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_030_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 0.80, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

0,9m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_040_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 0.90, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

1m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_050_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 1.00, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

1,1m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_060_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 1.10, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

1,2m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_070_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 1.20, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

1,3m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_080_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 1.30, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

1,4m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_090_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 1.40, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

1,5m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_100_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 1.50, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

1,6m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_110_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 1.60, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

1,7m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_120_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 1.70, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

1,8m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_130_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 1.80, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

1,9m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_140_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 1.90, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

2m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_150_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 2.00, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 
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2,1m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_160_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 2.10, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

2,2m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_170_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 2.20, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

2,3m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_180_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 2.30, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

2,4m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_190_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 2.40, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

2,5m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_200_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 2.50, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

2,6m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_210_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 2.60, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

2,7m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_220_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 2.70, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

2,8m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_230_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 2.80, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

2,9m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_240_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 2.90, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

3,0m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_250_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 3.00, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

3,1m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_260_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 3.10, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

3,2m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_270_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 3.20, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

3,3m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_280_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 3.30, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

3,4m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_290_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 3.40, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

3,5m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_300_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 3.50, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

3,6m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_310_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 3.60, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

3,7m 
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&DEVC ID='GAS_320_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 3.70, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

3,8m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_330_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 3.80, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

3,9m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_340_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 3.90, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

4m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_350_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 4.00, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

4,1m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_360_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 4.10, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

4,2m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_370_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 4.20, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

4,3m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_380_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 4.30, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

4,4m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_390_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 4.40, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

4,5m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_400_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 4.50, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

4,6m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_410_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 4.60, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

4,7m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_420_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 4.70, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

4,8m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_430_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 4.80, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

4,9m 

&DEVC ID='GAS_440_25', XYZ=2.50, 2.50, 4.90, QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'  / 

 

&SLCF PBY=2.5,QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE',VECTOR=.TRUE./ 

&SLCF PBX=2.5,QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE',VECTOR=.TRUE./ 

 

 

&TAIL / 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix 2 - FireFOAM 

Subdirectory - 0 

U 
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*-------------------------

---------*\ 

| =========                 |                                                 

| 

| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           

| 

|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.2.x                                 

| 

|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      

| 

|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 

| 

\*------------------------------------------------------------------

---------*/ 

FoamFile 

{ 

    version     2.0; 

    format      ascii; 

    class       volVectorField; 

    location    "0"; 

    object      U; 

} 

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* * * * // 

 

dimensions      [0 1 -1 0 0 0 0]; 

 

internalField   uniform (0 0 0); 

 

boundaryField 

{ 

    top 

    { 

        type            inletOutlet; 

        inletValue      uniform (0 0 0); 

        value           uniform (0 0 0); 

    } 

    sides 

    { 

        type            pressureInletOutletVelocity; 

        value           uniform (0 0 0); 

    } 

    base 

    { 

        type            fixedValue; 

        value           uniform (0 0 0); 

    } 

    burner 

    { 

        type            flowRateInletVelocity; 

        massFlowRate    table 
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3 

( 

(0 0.10125) 

(60 0.10125) 

(100 0.10125) 

) 

; 

        value           uniform (0 0 0); 

    } 

    floor 

    { 

        type            fixedValue; 

        value           uniform (0 0 0); 

    } 

    baffle1DWall_master 

    { 

        type            fixedValue; 

        value           uniform (0 0 0); 

    } 

    baffle1DWall_slave 

    { 

        type            fixedValue; 

        value           uniform (0 0 0); 

    } 

} 

 

 

// 

********************************************************************

***** // 
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T 
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*-------------------------

---------*\ 

| =========                 |                                                 

| 

| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           

| 

|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.2.x                                 

| 

|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      

| 

|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 

| 

\*------------------------------------------------------------------

---------*/ 

FoamFile 

{ 

    version     2.0; 

    format      ascii; 

    class       volScalarField; 

    location    "0"; 

    object      T; 

} 

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* * * * // 

 

dimensions      [0 0 0 1 0 0 0]; 

 

internalField   uniform 298.15; 

 

boundaryField 

{ 

    top 

    { 

        type            zeroGradient; 

    } 

    sides 

    { 

        type            inletOutlet; 

        inletValue      uniform 298.15; 

        value           uniform 298.15; 

    } 

    base 

    { 

        type            fixedValue; 

        value           uniform 298.15; 

    } 

    burner 

    { 

        type            fixedValue; 

        value           uniform 298.15; 

    } 

    floor 

    { 
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        type            fixedValue; 

        value           uniform 298.15; 

    } 

    baffle1DWall_master 

    { 

        type            

compressible::thermalBaffle1D<hConstSolidThermoPhysics>; 

        samplePatch     baffle1DWall_slave; 

        thickness       uniform 0.005; 

        Qs              uniform 100; 

        specie 

        { 

            nMoles          1; 

            molWeight       20; 

        } 

        transport 

        { 

            kappa           1; 

        } 

        thermodynamics 

        { 

            Hf              0; 

            Cp              10; 

        } 

        equationOfState 

        { 

            rho             10; 

        } 

        value           uniform 300; 

    } 

    baffle1DWall_slave 

    { 

        type            

compressible::thermalBaffle1D<hConstSolidThermoPhysics>; 

        samplePatch     baffle1DWall_master; 

        value           uniform 300; 

    } 

} 

 

 

// 

********************************************************************

***** // 
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Subdirectory - constant 

thermo.compressibleGas 
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*-------------------------

---------*\ 

| =========                 |                                                 

| 

| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           

| 

|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.2.x                                 

| 

|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.com                      

| 

|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 

| 

\*------------------------------------------------------------------

---------*/ 

FoamFile 

{ 

    version     2.0; 

    format      ascii; 

    class       dictionary; 

    location    "constant"; 

    object      thermo.compressibleGas; 

} 

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* * * * // 

 

O2 

{ 

    specie 

    { 

        nMoles          1; 

        molWeight       31.9988; 

    } 

    thermodynamics 

    { 

        Tlow            200; 

        Thigh           5000; 

        Tcommon         1000; 

        highCpCoeffs    ( 3.69758 0.00061352 -1.25884e-07 1.77528e-

11 -1.13644e-15 -1233.93 3.18917 ); 

        lowCpCoeffs     ( 3.21294 0.00112749 -5.75615e-07 1.31388e-

09 -8.76855e-13 -1005.25 6.03474 ); 

    } 

    transport 

    { 

        As              1.67212e-06; 

        Ts              170.672; 

    } 

} 

 

H2O 

{ 

    specie 

    { 
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        nMoles          1; 

        molWeight       18.0153; 

    } 

    thermodynamics 

    { 

        Tlow            200; 

        Thigh           5000; 

        Tcommon         1000; 

        highCpCoeffs    ( 2.67215 0.00305629 -8.73026e-07 1.201e-10 

-6.39162e-15 -29899.2 6.86282 ); 

        lowCpCoeffs     ( 3.38684 0.00347498 -6.3547e-06 6.96858e-09 

-2.50659e-12 -30208.1 2.59023 ); 

    } 

    transport 

    { 

        As              1.67212e-06; 

        Ts              170.672; 

    } 

} 

 

CH4 

{ 

    specie 

    { 

        nMoles          1; 

        molWeight       16.0428; 

    } 

    thermodynamics 

    { 

        Tlow            200; 

        Thigh           6000; 

        Tcommon         1000; 

        highCpCoeffs    ( 1.63543 0.0100844 -3.36924e-06 5.34973e-10 

-3.15528e-14 -10005.6 9.9937 ); 

        lowCpCoeffs     ( 5.14988 -0.013671 4.91801e-05 -4.84744e-08 

1.66694e-11 -10246.6 -4.64132 ); 

    } 

    transport 

    { 

        As              1.67212e-06; 

        Ts              170.672; 

    } 

} 

 

CO2 

{ 

    specie 

    { 

        nMoles          1; 

        molWeight       44.01; 

    } 

    thermodynamics 

    { 

        Tlow            200; 

        Thigh           5000; 

        Tcommon         1000; 
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        highCpCoeffs    ( 4.45362 0.00314017 -1.27841e-06 2.394e-10 

-1.66903e-14 -48967 -0.955396 ); 

        lowCpCoeffs     ( 2.27572 0.00992207 -1.04091e-05 6.86669e-

09 -2.11728e-12 -48373.1 10.1885 ); 

    } 

    transport 

    { 

        As              1.67212e-06; 

        Ts              170.672; 

    } 

} 

 

N2 

{ 

    specie 

    { 

        nMoles          1; 

        molWeight       28.0134; 

    } 

    thermodynamics 

    { 

        Tlow            200; 

        Thigh           5000; 

        Tcommon         1000; 

        highCpCoeffs    ( 2.92664 0.00148798 -5.68476e-07 1.0097e-10 

-6.75335e-15 -922.798 5.98053 ); 

        lowCpCoeffs     ( 3.29868 0.00140824 -3.96322e-06 5.64152e-

09 -2.44486e-12 -1020.9 3.95037 ); 

    } 

    transport 

    { 

        As              1.67212e-06; 

        Ts              170.672; 

    } 

} 

 

C3H8 

{ 

    specie 

    { 

        nMoles          1; 

        molWeight       100.206; 

    } 

    thermodynamics 

    { 

        Tlow            200; 

        Thigh           6000; 

        Tcommon         1000; 

        highCpCoeffs    ( 20.4565 0.0348575 -1.09227e-05 1.67202e-09 

-9.81025e-14 -32555.6 -80.4405 ); 

        lowCpCoeffs     ( 11.1533 -0.0094942 0.000195572 -2.49754e-

07 9.84878e-11 -26768.9 -15.9097 ); 

    } 

    transport 

    { 

        As              1.67212e-06; 
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        Ts              170.672; 

    } 

} 

 

CORRUGATED 

{ 

    specie 

    { 

        nMoles          1; 

        molWeight       115.82; 

    } 

    thermodynamics 

    { 

        Tlow            200; 

        Thigh           5000; 

        Tcommon         1000; 

        highCpCoeffs    ( 7.5341368 0.018872239 -6.2718491e-06 

9.1475649e-10 -4.7838069e-14 -16467.516 -17.892349 ); 

        lowCpCoeffs     ( 0.93355381 0.026424579 6.1059727e-06 -

2.1977499e-08 9.5149253e-12 -13958.52 19.201691 ); 

    } 

    transport 

    { 

        As              1.67212e-06; 

        Ts              170.672; 

    } 

} 

 

CH2O 

{ 

    specie 

    { 

        nMoles          1; 

        molWeight       30.02628; 

    } 

    thermodynamics 

    { 

        Tlow            200; 

        Thigh           6000; 

        Tcommon         1000; 

        highCpCoeffs    ( 3.1694807 0.0061932742 -2.2505981e-06 

3.6598245e-10 -2.201541e-14 -14478.425 6.0423533 ); 

        lowCpCoeffs     ( 4.7937036 -0.0099081518 3.7321459e-05 -

3.7927902e-08 1.3177015e-11 -14308.955 0.60288702 ); 

    } 

    transport 

    { 

        As              1.67212e-06; 

        Ts              170.672; 

    } 

} 
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reactions 
species 

( 

    O2 

    H2O 

    C3H8 

    CO2 

    N2 

); 

 

reactions 

{ 

    propaneReaction 

    { 

        type         irreversibleinfiniteReaction; 

        reaction     "2C3H8 + 11O2 + 41.4N2 = 7CO2 + 8H2O + 41.4N2"; 

    } 

} 
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blockMeshDict 
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*-------------------------

---------*\ 

| =========                 |                                                 

| 

| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           

| 

|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.0.0                                 

| 

|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      

| 

|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 

| 

\*------------------------------------------------------------------

---------*/ 

FoamFile 

{ 

    version     2.0; 

    format      ascii; 

    class       dictionary; 

    location    "constant/polyMesh"; 

    object      blockMeshDict; 

} 

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* * * * // 

 

// convertToMeters 0.0254; 

convertToMeters 0.01; // cm 

 

vertices 

( 

    // //back 

    // ( -.5 0  0) // 0 

    // ( -.5 1  0) // 1 

    // (  .5 0  0) // 2 

    // (  .5 1  0) // 3 

 

    // // front 

    // (  -.5  0  0.2) // 4 

    // (  -.5  1  0.2) // 5 

    // (   .5  0  0.2) // 6 

    // (   .5  1  0.2) // 7 

 

    //back 

    ( -300 0  -300) // 0 // 0 

    (  300 0  -300) // 2 // 1 

    (  300 600  -300) // 3 // 2 

    ( -300 600  -300) // 1 // 3 

 

    // front 

    (  -300  0  300) // 4 // 4 

    (   300  0  300) // 6 // 5 

    (   300  600  300) // 7 // 6 

    (  -300  600  300) // 5 // 7 

); 
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blocks 

( 

    hex (0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7) (60 60 60) simpleGrading (1 1 1) 

    // 0.05 meter grid: hex (0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ) (120 120 120) 

simpleGrading (1 1 1) 

); 

 

edges 

( 

); 

 

boundary 

( 

    top 

    { 

        type patch; 

        faces 

        ( 

            (3 7 6 2) 

        ); 

    } 

    sides 

    { 

        type patch; 

        faces 

        ( 

            (4 7 6 5) // sideRight 

            (0 3 2 1) // sideLeft 

            (6 2 1 5) // sideFront 

            (0 4 7 3) // sideBack 

        ); 

    } 

    base 

    { 

        type wall; 

        faces 

        ( 

            (4 0 1 5) 

        ); 

    } 

); 

 

mergePatchPairs 

( 

); 

 

// 

********************************************************************

***** // 
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Subdirectory - system 

topoSetDictCompartment 
 
 /*--------------------------------*- C++ -*-------------------------
---------*\ 

| =========                 |                                                 

| 

| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           

| 

|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.2.x                                 

| 

|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      

| 

|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 

| 

\*------------------------------------------------------------------

---------*/ 

FoamFile 

{ 

    version     2.0; 

    format      ascii; 

    class       dictionary; 

    object      topoSetDict; 

} 

 

 

actions 

( 

 

    // -------------- Compartment Floor ------------------// 

    { 

        name    f0; 

        type    faceSet; 

        action  new; 

        source  patchToFace; 

        sourceInfo 

        { 

            name base; 

        } 

    } 

 

    { 

        name    f0; 

        type    faceSet; 

        action  subset; 

        source boxToFace; 

        sourceInfo 

        { 

           box   (-2.5 0 -2.5) (2.5 5.0 2.5); // floor dimensions 

(must be same as compartment dimensions below) 

        } 

    } 

 

    { 

        name    f0; 
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        type    faceSet; 

        action  delete; 

        source faceToFace; 

        sourceInfo 

        { 

            set burner; 

        } 

    } 

 

    // write faceZoneSet 

    { 

        name    floor; 

        type    faceZoneSet; 

        action  new; 

        source  setToFaceZone; 

        sourceInfo 

        { 

            faceSet f0;       // name of faceSet 

        } 

    } 

 

    // -------------- Compartment Walls & Top ------------------// 

 

    // Load initial cellSet 

    { 

        name    c0; 

        type    cellSet; 

        action  new; 

        source boxToCell; 

        sourceInfo 

        { 

           box   (-2.5 0 -2.5) (2.5 5.0 2.5); // compartment 

dimensions (must be same as floor dimensions above) 

        } 

    } 

 

    { 

        name    f0; 

        type    faceSet; 

        action  new; 

        source cellToFace; 

        sourceInfo 

        { 

            set c0; 

            option all;         // All faces of cells 

        } 

    } 

 

    // invert initial cellSet 

    { 

        name    c0; 

        type    cellSet; 

        action  invert; 

    } 

 

    { 
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        name    f1; 

        type    faceSet; 

        action  new; 

        source cellToFace; 

        sourceInfo 

        { 

            set c0; 

            option all;         // All faces of cells 

        } 

    } 

 

    { 

        name    f0; 

        type    faceSet; 

        action  subset; 

        source  faceToFace; 

        sourceInfo 

        { 

            set f1; 

        } 

    } 

 

    // delete walls 

    { 

        name    f0; 

        type    faceSet; 

        action  delete; 

        source  boxToFace; 

        sourceInfo 

        { 

            box  (-2.6 0 -2.6) (2.6 4.95 2.6); // dimensions 

        } 

    } 

 

    // write faceZoneSet 

    { 

        name    compartment; 

        type    faceZoneSet; 

        action  new; 

        source  setToFaceZone; 

        sourceInfo 

        { 

            faceSet f0;       // name of faceSet 

        } 

    } 

 

); 

 

// 

********************************************************************

***** // 
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topoSetDictBurner 
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*-------------------------

---------*\ 

| =========                 |                                                 

| 

| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           

| 

|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.2.x                                 

| 

|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      

| 

|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 

| 

\*------------------------------------------------------------------

---------*/ 

FoamFile 

{ 

    version     2.0; 

    format      ascii; 

    class       dictionary; 

    object      topoSetDict; 

} 

 

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* * * * // 

actions 

( 

    // Load initial faceSet 

    { 

        name    f0; 

        type    faceSet; 

        action  new; 

        source  patchToFace; 

        sourceInfo 

        { 

            name base; 

        } 

    } 

    // extract normal faces 

    { 

        name    f0; 

        type    faceSet; 

        action  subset; 

        source  boxToFace; 

        sourceInfo 

        { 

            box  (-0.7 0 -0.7) (0.7 0.5 0.7); 

        } 

    } 

 

    // write faceZoneSet 

    { 

        name    burner; 

        type    faceZoneSet; 

        action  new; 

        source  setToFaceZone; 
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        sourceInfo 

        { 

            faceSet f0;       // name of faceSet 

        } 

    } 

); 

 

// 

********************************************************************

***** // 
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decomposeParDict 
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*-------------------------

---------*\ 

| =========                 |                                                 

| 

| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           

| 

|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.2.x                                 

| 

|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      

| 

|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 

| 

\*------------------------------------------------------------------

---------*/ 

FoamFile 

{ 

    version     2.0; 

    format      ascii; 

    class       dictionary; 

    location    "system"; 

    object      decomposeParDict; 

} 

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* * * * // 

 

numberOfSubdomains 16; 

 

method          simple; 

 

simpleCoeffs 

{ 

    n               ( 4 2 2 ); 

    delta           0.001; 

} 

 

hierarchicalCoeffs 

{ 

    n               ( 1 1 1 ); 

    delta           0.001; 

    order           xyz; 

} 

 

scotchCoeffs 

{ 

    //processorWeights ( 1 1 1 ); 

} 

 

manualCoeffs 

{ 

    dataFile        ""; 

} 

 

distributed     no; 

 

roots           ( ); 
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// 

********************************************************************

***** // 
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controlDict 
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*-------------------------

---------*\ 

| =========                 |                                                 

| 

| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           

| 

|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.2.x                                 

| 

|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      

| 

|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 

| 

\*------------------------------------------------------------------

---------*/ 

FoamFile 

{ 

    version     2.0; 

    format      ascii; 

    class       dictionary; 

    location    "system"; 

    object      controlDict; 

} 

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* * * * // 

 

application     fireFoam; 

 

startFrom       startTime; 

 

startTime       0; 

 

stopAt          endTime; 

 

endTime         1020; 

 

deltaT          5e-02; 

 

writeControl    adjustableRunTime; 

 

writeInterval   1; 

 

purgeWrite      0; 

 

writeFormat     ascii; 

 

writePrecision  8; 

 

writeCompression uncompressed; 

 

timeFormat      general; 

 

timePrecision   6; 

 

graphFormat     raw; 
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runTimeModifiable yes; 

 

adjustTimeStep  yes; 

 

maxCo           0.9; 

 

maxDi           0.25; 

 

maxDeltaT       0.1; 

 

libs 

( 

    "libfvPatchFieldsPyrolysis.so" 

); 

 

functions 

( 

 

    HRR 

    { 

        type            cellSource; 

        functionObjectLibs ("libfieldFunctionObjects.so"); 

        enabled         true; 

        outputControl   timeStep;  //outputTime; 

        outputInterval  1; 

        log             false;      

        valueOutput     false; 

        source          all;       //cellZone; 

        sourceName      c0; 

        operation       volIntegrate; 

        fields 

        ( 

            dQ 

        ); 

    } 

 

probes 

 

    { 

        type            probes; 

        functionObjectLibs ("libsampling.so"); 

        outputControl   timeStep; 

        //outputInterval  10; 

        outputInterval  1; 

        probeLocations 

        ( 

            ( 0.0 0.6 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 0.7 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 0.8 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 0.9 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 1.0 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 1.1 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 1.2 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 1.3 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 1.4 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 1.5 0.0 ) 
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            ( 0.0 1.6 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 1.7 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 1.8 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 1.9 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 2.0 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 2.1 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 2.2 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 2.3 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 2.4 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 2.5 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 2.6 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 2.7 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 2.8 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 2.9 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 3.0 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 3.1 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 3.2 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 3.4 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 3.5 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 3.6 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 3.7 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 3.8 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 3.9 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 4.0 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 4.1 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 4.2 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 4.3 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 4.4 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 4.5 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 4.6 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 4.7 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 4.8 0.0 ) 

            ( 0.0 4.9 0.0 ) 

 

        ); 

        fields 

        ( 

            T 

            U 

            //cp 

        ); 

    } 

    fieldMinMax 

    { 

        type            fieldMinMax; 

        functionObjectLibs ("libfieldFunctionObjects.so"); 

        enabled         true; 

        outputControl   timeStep; 

        outputInterval  1; 

        mode            magnitude; 

        log             true; 

        valueOutput     false; 

        fields 

        ( 

            T 

            dQ 
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            qrflamelet 

        ); 

    } 

 

 

); 

// 

********************************************************************

***** // 

 

Subdirectory - shell script 

submitFireFOAM_n.sh 
#!/bin/sh 

#$ -S /bin/sh 

#$ -cwd 

#$ -N U3.00 

#$ -pe mpi 16 

# 

module load openmpi/1.6.3 

module load gcc/4.8.1 

module load openfoam/2.2.x 

sh run.sh 

 

run.sh 
#!/bin/bash 

# Source tutorial run functions 

. $WM_PROJECT_DIR/bin/tools/RunFunctions 

# Set application name 

application=`getApplication` 

./clean.sh 

./mesh.sh_parallel  

rm -fr log.$application 

runApplication $application 

 

mesh.sh_parallel 
#!/bin/bash -x 

# Source tutorial run functions 

. $WM_PROJECT_DIR/bin/tools/RunFunctions 

./clean.sh 

# create the underlying block mesh 

runApplication blockMesh 

runApplication topoSet -dict system/topoSetDictBurner 

mv log.topoSet log.topoSet.Burner 

runApplication topoSet -dict system/topoSetDictCompartment 

mv log.topoSet log.topoSet.compartment 

runApplication createPatch -overwrite 

# Create 1D and 3D baffles 

runApplication createBaffles -overwrite 

# Create 1D and 3D baffles 

#runApplication createBaffles -overwrite 

# decompose domain 

decomposePar -force > log.decomposePar.log 2>&1 

exit 

 


